Response to stresses that alter the function of the endoplasmic reticulum is an important cellular function, which relies on the activation of specific genes. Several transcription factors (TFs) are known to affect this pathway. Using RT-PCR and ChIP assays, we studied the recruitment of promoterspecific TFs, general TFs and epigenetic marks in activated promoters. H3-K4 di-and tri-methylation and H3-K79 di-methylation are present before induction. H3 acetylation is generally high before induction, and H4 acetylation shows a promoter-specific increase. Interestingly, there is a depletion of histone H3 under maximal induction, explaining an apparent decrease of H3-K4 tri-methylation and H3-K79 di-methylation. Pol II is found enriched on some promoters under basal conditions, unlike TBP and p300, which are recruited selectively. Most genes are bound by XBP-1 after induction, some before induction, presumably by the inactive isoform. ATF6 and CHOP associate to largely different set of genes. C/EBPb is selective and binding to the CHOP promoter precedes that of XBP-1, ATF6 and CHOP. Finally, one of the ER-stress inducible genes analyzed, HRD1, is not bound by any of these factors. Among the constitutive TFs, NF-Y, but not Sp1, is found on all genes before induction.
INTRODUCTION
A stress that targets the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) triggers a cellular response termed the unfolded protein response (UPR) (1, 2) . Several different external stimuli lead to UPR causing the dangerous presence of malfolded proteins in the ER. The cellular reaction includes an initial burst of translational attenuation and a rapid communication to the nucleus, where a robust transcriptional response is elicited. Finally, as in the case of many other noxious stimuli, the cells commit suicide through apoptosis. The key to our understanding of the UPR response is the relatively few genes that are specifically activated by the stimulus.
Upon treatment of mammalian cells with thapsigargin (Tg), which depletes the ER calcium by blocking the ATPase pump, a number of genes are activated (2) . Among these, the most widely studied is Grp78/Bip, an ER chaperone that binds to unfolded proteins and facilitates the activity of ER stress transducers [(3) and references therein]. The molecular mechanisms of induction have been studied by in vivo footprinting, transfections with promoter constructs, EMSAs and, recently, chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) assays (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) . The Grp78 promoter contains multiple copies of the bipartite ER stress response element (ERSE), constituted by CACGC and CCAAT boxes; the latter is bound by NF-Y, the former by several factors, including YY1, ATF6 and TFII-I. A recent study revealed that some factors are constitutively bound, whereas others are loaded after the ER stress (10) . Additional ER stress genes include CHOP (GADD153), a C/EBP family transcription factor (TF) [(11-15) ; reviewed in Ref. (16) ] and Herpud (17) . ERSEs, or similar elements, have been found in these promoters as well.
ATF6 is a key component of the transcriptional response to ER stress; it has two isoforms, a and b, with divergent transcriptional activation domains (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 18, 19) . ATF6a, the better characterized of the two, is an ER transmembrane protein, a fraction of which relocates to the Golgi and undergoes *To whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: +39 02 50315005; Fax: +39 02 50315044; Email: mantor@unimi.it Ó 2006 The Author(s). This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by-nc/2.0/uk/) which permits unrestricted non-commerical use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. proteolytic cleavage after ER stress (18) . This triggers nuclear translocation of the N-terminal part, which then activates target genes, including Grp78. While ATF6(N) is unable to bind directly to DNA, it can activate the ERSE by forming a complex with NF-Y in a manner dependent on the CCACG part of the ERSE.
Another TF partaking in the ER stress response is XBP-1, originally identified in expression library screenings with an MHC class II X-box element (20) and later associated by genetic experiments to crucial functions in plasmacells (21) . KO mice die in utero because of liver failure (22) . In general, it acts on UPR elements, which are found upstream of genes that control the ER-associated system that degrades unfolded proteins (23) . These elements are separated and act independently from ERSEs: indeed, transcription from the latter is activated in the absence of XBP-1 (24) . It is unclear, at present, which are the direct targets of XBP-1, and nothing is known about the kinetics of binding in vivo.
The ER stress induces two members of the C/EBP BasicLeucine Zipper family, which regulate several physiological processes related to cell differentiation and proliferation: CHOP (16) and C/EBPb (25, 26) . CHOP KO studies indicate an important role in protection from apoptosis following ER stress (27, 28) . The human and hamster CHOP promoters function through ERSEs and an element resembling a UPRE. The former requires NF-Y and ATF6, and the latter, possibly, ATF4 (13) (14) (15) .
Most ER stress promoters contain the widespread CCAAT box which is bound and regulated by the trimeric factor NF-Y, composed of three subunits, NF-YA, NF-YB and NF-YC, all necessary for DNA-binding [(29) and references therein]. NF-YB and NF-YC contain histone fold motifs common to core histones: dimerization is essential for NF-YA association and sequence-specific DNA-binding. Typically, NF-Y is not a strong activator on its own, but rather it helps neighbouring TFs in binding DNA and recruiting coactivators. ChIP experiments determined that NF-Y is dynamically bound to cell-cycle promoters (29) and to Grp78 in the absence of stimuli (10) .
A further issue concerns histones modifications following gene activation. The only available data are on Grp78, and they indicate the presence of tri-methyl K4 of H3 under unstressed conditions and a dramatic increase in H4 acetylation following Tg (10) . The state of other histone modifications were not determined.
To shed light on the molecular mechanisms of the ER stress response, we used RT-PCR to recapitulate the kinetics of ER stress genes induction, and ChIP assays to investigate the binding of TFs and of general transcription factors (GTFs), as well as modifications of histones on several induced genes.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines, transfections and western blot
HepG2 and HCT116 cells were grown in DMEM with 10% FCS. Induction was performed with Tg (300 mM) according to standard conditions, for the indicated times. An siRNA interfering oligonucleotide for NF-YB (GGACAGCAUGAAUGAUCAUtt) was transfected in 10 5 HCT116 cells in 24-wells plates with Lipofectamine (Gibco BRL USA). Cells were harvested 48 h later, nuclear and whole cell extracts prepared and RNA extracted. Extracts were assayed in western blot analysis with anti-YB and anti-vinculin antibodies under standard conditions.
RT-PCR analysis
RNA was extracted using an RNA-Easy kit (Quiagen, Germany), according to the manifacturer's protocol, from HepG2 and HCT116. For cDNA syntesis, 2 mg RNA were used with the M-MLV-RT kit (Invitrogen, USA). Semiquantitative PCR analysis was performed with primers detailed in Supplementary Data 1.
Chromatin immunoprecipitation
ChIP assays were performed as described (29) . HepG2 cells C with 1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA sheared at 500 bp length and 1 mg/ml BSA, for 2 h and overnight. Chromatin was precleared by adding ProtG-Sepharose for 2 h at 4 C, aliquoted and incubated with the antibodies overnight at 4 C. Several semi-quantitative PCRs were performed with the primers described in Supplementary Data 2. The gels (6/10 depending from the samples) were scanned with a Typhoon 4000 instrument and values within the linear range of amplifications were plotted as fold-enrichment over the negative control antibody (Flag, Sigma). Standard deviations were <20%.
RESULTS
Kinetic induction of ER stress genes
Several genes are induced after ER stress. We performed kinetic analysis of various genes by treating human hepatoma HepG2 cells with Tg for different times: 1, 4, 8 and 24 h. Figure 1 shows semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis of the different ER stress induced mRNAs. Most of the genes analyzed do show induction, with a peak between 4 and 8 h. In some cases-PDI, Calreticulin and Grp94-the basal levels are already substantially visible, and the induction is small. Among the TFs known to be involved in ER stress, CHOP is rapidly induced from very low levels, already after 1 h; C/EBPb is present, it increases at 4 h and remains high at 24 h; XBP1 shows a rapid appearance of the active, spliced isoform [Termed S in Figure 1 ; see Refs (19, 21) ]. ATF6 and ATF4 mRNA levels change modestly. Several controls were run in parallel: none of the NF-Y subunits changed significantly, nor DNAJA2, b-actin or MLL.
Recruitment of Pol II, TBP and p300
In the same cellular context, we evaluated the association of RNA Pol II, TBP and of the p300 HAT coactivator to representative promoters in ChIP assays. For CHOP, Herpud1, Erp70 and XBP-1, we evaluated different areas of the genes; in particular, for C/EBPb, a downstream region which is the site of TFs binding and regulation [Marked 3 0 in Figure 2 , see Ref. (26)] and the À500 region, since we were unable to PCR amplify the core promoter with several primers sets. At 0 h, Pol II binding is low, but above background on all promoters. The CHOP core promoter, for example, shows a selective 6-fold enrichment with the Pol II antibody. Association to all promoters increases considerably at 1 and 4 h, then it declines. This is true for the genes induced with a slower kinetics, including C/EBPb in the 3 0 region. In general, this behaviour correlates with the RT-PCR analysis: the recruitment at 1 h precedes mRNAs accumulation. p300 is transiently inducible, at 1 h, on all genes except C/EBPb and CHOP. Interestingly, TBP is also inducible with rapid kinetics, but it is not detected before induction on any of the targets. The upstream regions of CHOP, Herpud1 and Erp70 were negative for the proteins considered, whereas downstream regions showed a small, but reproducible induction of Pol II. Interestingly, the enrichment was lower than in the core promoters. These data indicate that there is some Pol II association before induction and strong recruitment after, while TBP and p300 are not ubiquitous and observed only after induction. 
Histone modifications on ER stress-induced genes
It has been shown that H4, but not H3 acetylations, as well as H3-K4-me3 increase upon induction of Grp78 in Hela cells (10) . We performed ChIP analysis with several anti-histones antibodies in HepG2. Indeed, we confirm that basal H3 acetylation is high on essentially all promoters, and modestly increases upon induction, while H4 acetylation increases considerably (Figure 3 , Note the different scales of foldenrichments over the Flag control). In some promoters-CHOP, Erp70, HRD1 and Herpud1-both H3 and H4 acetylation is induced. As for histone methylations, H3-K4-me2 was not scored under normal conditions and somewhat increased, radiply on XBP-1, slowly on other promoters, reaching a peak at 8 h. The most profound effects, and the highest overall levels, are observed in the coding sequences of all genes, whereas upstream regions remain poorly enriched. H3-K4-me3, a marker of active genes, is high in unstressed cells; surprisingly, it drops at 4 h on CHOP, Herpud1 and Erp70, rebounding strongly at 8 h. This behaviour is not seen on C/EBPb À500 and 3 0 regions, XBP-1 or HRD1. Note that the CHOP and Herpud1 usptream regions hardly tri-methylated under basal and early induction, and becomes positive after 8 h. As for H3-K79-me2, it is measurable and constant at 0, 1 and 4 h and induced at 8 h on all promoters. Interestingly, however, the stronger positivity is found in the coding regions, while upstream regions are essentially negative. Taken together, these data highlight a level of 'pre-activation' of epigenetic marks on ER stress genes.
We were intrigued by the finding that H3-K4-me3 decreases upon induction on some promoters. In light of the recent findings that H3 is evicted from Heat Shock genes of yeast (31) and Drosophila after promoter induction (32), we decided to control the overall enrichment for H3 by using an antibody against unmodified H3. We run a control to quantify the amount of immunoprecipitated DNAs in the different ChIPs, by amplifying a repetitive satellite region: there is no enrichment on any of the factors analyzed (Figure 4) . The overall amount of H3 immunoprecipitated at 1 and 4 h is decreased in CHOP (Core Promoter), at 4 h on Herpud1, as well as Grp78/94 and Erp70. These are specifically the regions and times where the decrease of H3-K4-me3 is scored (Figure 3 ). Parallel ChIPs with negative epigenetic marks, such as H3-K9-me2 and H3-K27-me3, are essentially negative ( Figure 4) . We normalized the levels of H3 modification for the amount of immunoprecipitable unmodified H3 (Supplementary Data 3): indeed, no reduction of modifications was score, in particular H3-K4-me3. We conclude that the decrease in H3-K4-me3 and the lack of H3 hyperacetylation is largely due to H3 displacement during maximal transcriptional effort. 
Dynamic binding of TFs to ER stress genes
Next, we performed ChIPs of several TFs known to play a role in the ER stress response, namely XBP-1, CHOP, ATF6 and C/EBPb, on the genes considered previously. Figure 5 shows the quantification of the PCR analysis (see Supplementary Data 4 for representative semi-quantitative analysis). None of the factors binds to the uninducible DNAJA2 promoter. In unstressed conditions, XBP-1 binds to Grp78/94, XBP1 Erp70 and PDI. In many cases, association is consistent with the splicing switch resulting in the appearance of the transcriptional competent isoform (see Figure 1) . Interestingly, however, we observe XBP-1 on the functionally similar Grp78/94, ERP70 genes, as well as on its own promoter. CHOP is essentially absent at 0 h, with the exception of PDI, in keeping with its low level of expression in unstimulated cells; it is still negative at 1 h, and later binds to C/EBPb, ERdj4, MARS, ERP70, Calr, CHOP. ATF6 is progressively recruited to CHOP Grp94 and Erp70 at 1 h, to Grp78, Herpud1 at 4 h, to XBP-1, EDEM and Calr at 8 h. It binds to none of the other promoters. Finally, C/EBPb associates to Erp70, Calr, MARS and Herpud1. It is particularly relevant that it is found on CHOP at 1 h, when the gene starts to be induced, before ATF6 and XBP-1. These data indicate a complexity for TFs binding to activated promoters: XBP-1 is the most widespread; C/EBPb is quite selective; CHOP and ATF6 show inducible and largely non-overlapping targets selectivity. Remarkably, none of the factors associated to the inducible HRD1.
NF-Y is constitutively bound to ER stress promoters
Two factors, Sp1 and NF-Y, are generally involved in many inducible systems (10, 33) . We then assayed these TFs in ChIPs; we also analyzed p53, because (i) it is involved in the apoptotic response to ER stress (34 and reference therein) and (ii) it is related to p73, which has been involved in some aspects of the ER stress response (35) . Note that HepG2 cells have wt p53 alleles. The kinetic analysis is shown in Figure 6 : NF-Y is bound before induction to Grp78, consistent with the data published in Hela cells (10) , and also to all other inducible genes, with the exception of TRB3, MARS and C/EBPb, promoters that indeed have no CCAAT boxes. Sp1 is enriched on CHOP, XBP-1, Calreticulin and PDI, p53-weakly-on the latters. Upon induction, all NF-Y genes remain positive and Sp1 is still on CHOP at 1 and 4 h and PDI at 1 h. p53 is found on PDI at 1 and 4 h. Note that in the case of CHOP and C/EBPb, other regions of the genes were devoid of these factors. The control repetitive satellite region shows no enrichment on any of the factors ( Figure 6A, lower panel) . We further analyzed NF-Y binding with an antibody specific for NF-YA: Figure 6B shows that all targets positive for NF-YB are also scored with the anti-NF-YA, both before and after induction, while C/EBPb and TRB3 remain negative; this confirms the results obtained with NF-YB, and indicate that the trimer, and not only the histone-fold dimer, is associated to promoters.
Effects of NF-YB functional inactivation
Because of the widespred binding of NF-Y, we wished to ascertain whether its functional inactivation hampers gene expression. We failed to transfect HepG2 cells at high efficiency with several NF-YB siRNA oligonucleotides (data not shown). We then switched to HCT116 colon carcinoma cells and transfected them with an NF-YB siRNA oligonucleotide. As shown in Figure 7A , the NF-YB subunit was considerably reduced, albeit not abolished, in transfected cells, either uninduced or induced for 2 and 4 h with Tg. The results of RT-PCRs on ER stress genes are shown in Figure 7B . Induction is promptly observed in this cellular context as well ( Figure 7B , right panels). While most of the genes bound by NF-Y are severely impaired in their induction upon siRNA treatment, others showed minor effects, if any. The CCAAT-less uninducible MLL was used as an internal control for this analysis; furthermore, we controlled TRB3, MARS and C/EBPb, all NF-Y-less promoters according to the ChIP analysis of Figure 6 : none of these gene showed any significant change in trancription after NF-YB inactivation ( Figure 7B, lower panel) . Given the surprising insensitivity of some of the CCAAT promoters to NF-YB inactivation, we verified binding of NF-Y in HCT116 cells: Figure 7C confirms that the factor is indeed present under uninduced conditions, ruling out fundamental differences in the NF-Y binding behaviour in HCT116 and HepG2 cells. We therefore conclude that there is a hierarchy of NF-Y dependancy within the ER stress genes.
DISCUSSION
The basis of our work relied upon genetic observations suggesting that several TFs are involved in the ER stress response. The picture emerging is one of remarkable complexity at the level of TFs binding. Our data rule out simplistic 'master' gene activation models, favouring a highly integrated and cooperative way of operating a global response.
ER stress TFs
Biochemical and genetic studies clearly established that the UPR and, specifically, the ER stress response is quite complex. Not surprisingly, therefore, a number of TFs were shown to be involved. According to our analysis, there are two categories of TFs: pre-bound (NF-Y, C/EBPb and XBP-1) and recruited (CHOP and ATF6). Interestingly, XBP-1, ATF6 and CHOP display different modes of activation: XBP-1 through alternative splicing, generating an isoform, XBP-1s, capable of activating promoters (19, 23) . Therefore, although we cannot prove it with specific reagents, the XBP-1 bound at promoters before induction is most likely the inactive isoform, which gets substituted by XBP-1s after induction. This might be part of a regulatory mechanism, not only in terms of further recruitment of cofactors after induction, but also to keep the promoter at bay under normal growing conditions (36) . On the other hand, ATF6 is regulated through proteolytic cleavage, nuclear translocation and DNA-binding (8,37) . Finally, the CHOP gene is induced by transcription (16) . Indeed, after ER stress, there is rapid CHOP mRNA accumulation (Figures 1 and 7) and subsequent activation of genes that are either bound by ATF6 or CHOP. Only in the cases of CHOP, Erp70 and Calreticulin do we see these two TFs bound together. In general, our ChIP data are consistent with dependency of ER stress genes from the various TFs considered. XBP-1 does bind constitutively to PDI (Figure 5) , and indeed XBP-1 À/À cells show an impaired Tg response for PDI (24) . ATF6 targets were identified by microarray profiling of Tg-induced Hela cells, as genes encoding proteins resident in the ER and directly involved in protein folding (18, 38) : our data are consistent with this analysis, as in vivo association is found on Erp70/Grp78/Grp94. Moreover, PDI, which is poorly induced under our experimental conditions, is not bound by ATF6.
The model emerging is one of distinct and partially converging transcriptional signals operated by the four TFs considered ( Figure 5 ). We observe three promoters which are bound by all TFs: Erp70, Calr and CHOP. More specifically, the ATF6 and CHOP pathways are largely not overlapping. XBP-1 is more promiscuous. Interestingly, at the opposite end of the spectra, TRB3 and HRD1 are devoid of the TFs considered here, yet they are clearly inducible by ER stress. (24) . Thus, these two TFs are unlikely to play a major role in CHOP initial activity. At 4 h, all TFs, including CHOP itself are bound and transcription maximal. Hence, other factors are important, such as NF-Y and C/EBPb, possibly through modifications by a signal cascade, so that they are more efficient in recruitment of other TFs and GTFs. It should be noted that CHOP and C/EBPb belong to the same class of TF and they are able to heterodimerize: thus, our data are consistent with a model of feed-back loop regulation.
GTFs recruitment and epigenetic changes
Pol II is weakly, but definitely enriched over controls in several promoters under unstressed condition, which is consistent with the detectable levels of transcripts. Interestingly, Pol II is observed at the 3 0 enhancer site of C/EBPb and, albeit at lower levels, in the coding regions of XBP-1, Herpud1 and Erp70. TBP is hardly enriched under basal conditions, and there is a clear increase in promoters association soon after induction. There is little evidence of TBP binding at the C/EBPb enhancer: this might be understandable, considering its specific role on core promoters, which we were unable to analyze in this gene. TBP was absent in CHOP, a TATA-less promoters. It is unclear whether these data are due to masking of epitopes, or outright absence: in this latter case, it is possible that complexes other that the TBPcontaining TFIID, such as STAGA/TFTC/PCAF, might be involved in activation (40) . As for TBP kinetics of association, two types of scenarios emerged from previous studies. (i) In the HSP70 systems, which has similarities to the one used here, TBP is already bound to the core promoter before induction: Pol II firing takes place within one-third of a minute, following HSF association (41) . (ii) In slower systems, TBP is recruited at a relatively late stageb-IFN-or in cyclical fashion, as in the Estrogen Receptor response (42, 43) . Our data are clearly in line with these latter systems.
Tri-methylation of H3-K4 and di-methylation of H3-K79 are normally high, and negative epigenetic marks, such as H3-K27-me3 are absent. A notable difference between these two marks is the fact that H3-K79-me2 is more localized in the coding regions, whereas H3-K4-me3 spreads over upstream locations. This indicates local predisposition to activation, as also suggested by high levels of H3 acetylations. H4 acetylation is remarkably induced: consistent with this, p300 is also absent in unstressed cells, and differentially recruited with kinetics similar to H4 acetylation, suggesting that this HAT is involved in the process. On the other hand, there are promoters-CHOP, C/EBPb-where robust H4 acetylation is manifest in the absence of p300 binding, an indication of other HATs operating. These data should be considered from another perspective: the decrease in methylation, and the lack of H3 hyperacetylation upon induction, are reconciled by the finding that H3 is generally decreased after stress: when normalized for unmodified H3 levels, the decrease is balanced and reversed (Supplementary Data 3). Therefore, our data suggest that H3 is either depleted, or substituted by a variant H3. A similar scenario was recently observed on the highly inducible Heat Shock promoters both in yeast and Drosophila (44, 45) . In the latter case, Schwartz and Ahmad (32) established that H3.3 replaces H3 upon induction and that transcription is required for this to happen. Considering the tight relationships of H3 with H4, which is most likely not evicted according to the data on its vast hyperacetylation (Figure 3 ), the substitution model is particularly attractive. Therefore our data extend previous conclusions that H3 incorporation into nucleosomes is highly dynamic (i) to an additional, large family of inducible genes and (ii) to mammalian cells.
Role of NF-Y in the ER stress response
We were not surprised to find NF-Y on almost all genes analyzed in HepG2 and in HCT116. We were equally unsurprised to find it under unstressed conditions, since this has been described in a numer of systems in vivo, including genes of sterol metabolism and the Heat Shock response (10, (46) (47) (48) (49) . NF-Y is not further recruited after stress. Thus, it belongs to the restricted set of marks defining a pre-active state of promoter configuration. Interestingly, Pol II has some access to promoters before induction, and NF-Y is apparently crucial in this mechanism (48, 49) . We establish for the first time that at least two subunits are present: NF-YB and NF-YA. This is a sensitive point, since NF-YB, and the tightly associated partner NF-YC, are histone-like subunits capable to interact with H3-H4 in vitro (50), and NF-YA is required for sequence-specific binding of the trimer (51) . One of the hypothesis was that the local chromatin structure could be 'organized' by the histone-like dimer, and NF-YA would be recruited later, following stress, or any induction stimulus in other systems. NF-YA would then stabilize the complex on CCAAT, providing an additional activation domain and leading to further recruitment of co-factors (29, 52) . Our data indicate that this is not the case.
It is somewhat surprising that functional inactivation of NF-YB has not such a general effect on induction of ER stress response genes: while some genes are hit, specifically in their induced levels, others are not. There are several explanations to account for this result. The first is that RNAi having been incomplete, there is enough of the NF-YB subunit left to support the bulk of transcription. This is supported by the finding that NF-YB is in excess with respect to NF-YA: hence, the stoichiometric balance of the CCAATbinding trimer should not be impaired severely; we might not have obtained an effective lowering of the CCAATbinding activity, but rather only of the histone-like dimer. We note that NF-YC is also in excess (data not shown) and, therefore, the siRNA procedure likely impairs dimer stoichiometry as well. Furthermore, several genes do show a clear decrease. One final issue that will need to be addressed is what the relationships are between active chromatin marks, as described in many studies and confirmed here, and the presence of the TFs analyzed here.
